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--There are a lot of them but here are some that will be useful
to you, particularly if you decide to just add a little
Greek to what is done in this course:

Alsop: AN INDEX TO THE BAUER/ARNDT/GINGRICH GREEK LEXICON
is potentially a great help. On a verse by verse basis
and with a transliterated text, Alsop keys the words
of the text to the lexicon for your further study. In
other words, with this you can use the larger lexicon
even if you cannot reduce forms to their roots... Alsop
will tell you how to find things in the lexicon.

Metzger: LEXICAL AIDS FOR STUDENTS OF NEW TESTAMENT GREEK,
gives a frequency list of New Testament Words along
with keys for word identification and usage. Particular
ly good section on compounded words.

Greenlee: A CONCISE EXEGETICAL GRAMMAR OF NEW TESTAMENT
GREEK is a handy sized volume for ready reference on
Greek grammar and syntax notes.

Morrison and Barnes: NEW TESTAMENT WORD LISTS give words in
the New Testament with English meanings (chapter by
chapter except for the synoptic Gospels). Not exhaustive
but helpful if you can quickly refer to the Greek and
English and not forget what you have seen.

3. New Vocabulary... to be added to your working list
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And a reminder that your next assignments asks that you ....

--keep up reading Greek for another hour

--read over the pronoun notes for familiarity

--add the vocabulary above to your growing lists

--and do the exercise on page 57...not to be handed
in but to be done for your better understanding of
some of the course.
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